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Introducing path dependence
It is possible to argue from previous lectures that history
matters and that it matters greatly.
History is not to be understood as necessarily relating to
major, important, occurrences but also to grassroots events.
The path taken by economic phenomena is subject to
dynamics controlled by both chance and necessity
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Issues
Technological progress is, amongst other things, a
path-dependent process.
Why do some technologies develop and diffuse whilst others do
not?
Why have some cities grown more than others? Why have
some regions become highly specialized industrial districts?
Why have some neighbourhoods or streets in many cities
become specialised in some specific trades (jewelers, leather
shops, shoe shops etc.)?
Why do clusters of firms and industries develop?
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Some basic properties
Success breeds success but failure need not necessarily doom.
The key is learning.
Determining positive feed-backs
Increasing returns are then their consequence: a well
established empirical fact.
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A simple example
Consider this example taken from B. Arthur (1989).
Assume two techniques: A and B and two types of agents: R
and S
These two techniques compete in some market: investors must
choose between them.
The assumption of two types of agents is made to ensure some
heterogeneity in tastes, world views, tendencies.
Assume next increasing returns to adoption.
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Notations
piRA technique A returns to agents of type R
piSA technique A returns to agents of type S
piRB technique B returns to agents of type R
piSB technique B returns to agents of type S
nA the number of technique A adoptions; nB the number of
technique B adoptions
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Increasing returns
piRA= aR + rnA
piRB = bR + rnB
aR > bR
piSA = aS + snA
piSB = bS + snB
bS > aS
inequalities indicate the preferences of agents R and S at the
beginning of the adoption process. Coefficients r and s may or
may not coincide.
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Switch points
Define dn = nA−nB , the difference between the number of
adoptions.
In spite of initial preferences, it is clear that ifnA is sufficiently
small in relation to nB , the higher returns of the latter
technique induces R to switch to B. This occurs if and when:
dnR =−aR −bR
r
S switches to A when
dnS =
bS −aS
s
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Lock-in
dn > dnR , R chooses A
dn < dnS , S chooses B
dn < dnR , R chooses B and S, a fortiori, chooses B
dn > dnS , S chooses A and R a fortiori, chooses A
It is immediate to see that the two thresholds set critical
adoption points at which one of the two techniques ceases to
compete. A lock-in into a single technique occurs.
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A random walk
To realise how such a lock-in can actually occur, it is enough
to assume that adoptions are a random process.
Start a random walk by drawing one agent say R who surely
chooses A then draw agent S choosing B, etc.
R → A;S → B;S → B;R → A;R → A;R → A;S → B;S →
B;S → B; ..............
It is quite evident that returns, being cumulative, oscillate
according to the number of adoptions.
It is, in fact, quite possible that the number of adoptions cross
one of the two thresholds to lock the process into only one of
the two techniques.
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The main question
The problem: what are the conditions such that the process
does cross either of the two thresholds with probability 1?
Let us begin with the no history case. Each event is taken to
be independent.
Let is be supposed that a number, N, of techniques be
available. Place them into an urn: they are randomly
distributed and tagged to 'balls' of different colour.
Consider the following experiment: start drawing these 'balls'
and put them into another urn.
Call the proportions of 'balls' of a given type i in the second
urn Xi , the vector of all 'balls' X .
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Probabilities and proportions
Call the probability of extracting a ball of type i from the
second urn pi and p the corresponding vector:
It clearly is: Xi = pi∀i
Furthermore: X (t)→ X ∗ = p . i.e. by repeating a draw a
sufficiently high number of times the probability and
proportion converge.
Example: toss a coin: Xi = pi → (1/2).
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Some path dependence: the standard Polya case.
Let us consider a case of path dependence due to George
Polya (1887-1985).
Take an urn of infinite capacity and repeat the same
experiment as before;
but every time a 'ball' is put into the second urn, take a draw
therefrom, check the colour and add into the urn a new 'ball'
of the same colour.
This procedure is meant to create a bias towards path
dependence: the fact that a random event occurs shifts the
balance towards the same event occurring again.
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Suppose the first urn ( a reservoir) to be made up of Red
'balls' R and White 'balls' W .
Suppose that initially, at timet = 0, there happen to be 1 R
and 1 W in the second urn: the probability of drawing either
R or W is (1/2).
pW (0) = pR(0) = (1/2), and the proportion
XW (0) = XR(0) = (1/2), X (0) = p(0)
Now draw: by chance a Red ball R comes out. Thus, add a
new R . There are now, 2 R 's and 1 W .
Accordingly, XW (1) = (1/3); XR(1) = (2/3), pW (1) = (1/3) ;
pR(1) = (2/3); X (1) = p(1)
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An example, continued
It can be shown (no proof provided) that:
X (t) = p(t)
and that there is convergence to equilibrium:
X * = p*
Repeat the experiment: it is clear that the path will be
different but X (t) = p(t) still holds
Thus, convergence still occurs X ∗ = p∗ but, in general, this
new equilibrium is different from the previous case. There is
NO unique equilibrium!!!.
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Probabilities and proportions differ
Agents' heterogeneity warrants the assumption that from the
very process beginning choice is not entirely random but there
exists a bias.
Although stochastic, choice is such that X (0) 6= p(0)
This is the case, for instance, when an agent preferring
technique A is chosen to start off a random walk.
It is nevertheless assumed that the probability of choosing a
'ball' (e.g. a technique) still depends on proportions.
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The formal case
qt = qt(Xt) be a vector of probability functions (e.g. a
function for each 'technique') and Xt be a vector of
proportions. bt be the number of 'balls' in an urn.
We require some definitions: define a stochastic variable:
β it (Xt) = 1 with probability qit(Xt)
β it (Xt) = 0 with probability 1−qit(Xt)
and consider the following updating rule
bit+1 = b
i
t +β
i
t (Xt)
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Proportions
Transforming numbers in terms of proportions by taking into
account that the process starts with ω 'balls' in the urn,
adding 1 at each point in time so that there are ω+ t 'balls'
at time t. Hence, X it =
b
i
t
ω+t .
Simple manipulations yield:
X it+1 = X
i
t +
1
ω+ t
[β it (Xt)−X it ]
a slightly approximated equation.
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Expectations
Take the expected proportions in the urn:
E (X it+1) = X
i
t +
1
ω+ t
[E (β it (Xt))−X it ]
from which
E (X it+1) = X
i
t +
1
ω+ t
[qit(Xt)−X it ]
It is basically qit(Xt) that provides the dynamics, i.e. it is the
evolution of the probability that rules this equation.
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The deterministic system
The dynamics that can be studied by looking at the
deterministic system:
X it+1 = X
i
t +
1
ω+ t
[qit(Xt)−X it ]
The entire system being:
Xt+1 = Xt +
1
ω+ t
[qt(Xt)−Xt ]
The stationary points occur when qi (X ) = X i∀i or, in vector
symbols, X = q : solutions for stationary points need not be
unique and need not be stable.
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The theorem
Suppose continuous functions qt
Suppose that qt → q i.e. they converge and converge rapidly.
Suppose that the equivalent deterministic system is a gradient
system
Suppose that a set can be defined B = x ;q(X ) = X , a set of
equilibrium, stationary points, finite and connected.
Then Xt converges to an X with probability 1 defining a point
z ∈ B .
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The gradient system
The assumption that the equivalent deterministic system be a
gradient system is fundamental.
In general a gradient system is defined as:

x =−gradV (x)
V (x) being a first order differential operator.
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The application
In practice, it is required that the eigenvalues of the linearised
system be real and negative
or at least that the real parts be such, that it be
asymptotically stable, that there be no periodic solutions (limit
cycles). For short, a system
Xt+1 = Xt +[q(Xt)−Xt ]
can be transformed as:

X = F (q(Xt))
check the eigenvalues by linearising it as:

X = [
∂F
∂X
]X=X *X
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An example
As an example consider two late medieval and renaissance
poles of growth Venice and Bruges: two locations N = 2.
The locational dynamics can be mimicked as follows:
a) There is a population V of Venetians merchants:100
b) There is a population F of Flemish merchants: 80
They must choose a location.
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Probabilities
Suppose that the two groups have different preferences but
that choice is independent of previous choices. The table of
probabilities revealing preferences:
V (Venice) = .9;V (Bruges) = .1
F (Venice) = .3;F (Bruges) = .7
What is the probability that the next merchant will choose
either Venice or Bruges?
P(Venice)= ((100)/(180))(9/(10))+((80)/(180))(3/(10))= .63
P(Bruges) = sameprocedure.......= .37
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Results
If the process remains totally random :
63% of all merchants in Venice
37% of all merchants in Bruges
i.e. the case pi = Xi from the outset.
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History matters
qt(Venice) = qtV [Xt(Venice);Xt(Bruges)]
qt(Bruges) = qtB [Xt(Venice);Xt(Bruges)]
according to the specific shape of such functions the process
may end up :
All in Venice, all in Bruges or in some intermediate proportion,
say 80% in Venice and 20% in Bruges.
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